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This is a general description of the architectural framework and general definitions for Signature-Based Single Sign-On. Please see for the most recent version.

Architectural Overview
Signature-Based Single Sign-On does NOT rely on a central reverse proxy, on server-to-server communication etc. but allows direct access to the TPA by securely passing a one-time-token to the browser (via URL). Thus, TPAs may be distributed across the net.

Basically, we find a 3-layer architecture:

- TYPO3 (the Single Sign-On extension) dynamically creates a link ("SSO Link") that includes the desired TPA, user name, and security information (lifetime and signature).

- The SSO Agent, located on each target system (the machine where the TPA lives), validates the incoming browser request (coming from the SSO Link), talks to the TPA Adapter, and gives back an HTTP redirect to the browser that points to the TPA itself.

Currently, the only SSO Agent implementation is in PHP script, but it can easily be ported to other languages.

SSO Agents may be installed on multiple target system if you have TPAs on more than one server.

- The TPA Adapter is invoked by the SSO Agent (e.g. via PHP include or via system call). It creates a valid user session ("logs on the user") by application-specific means, and returns all information needed to the SSO Agent (in a defined format).

This adapter is TPA-specific - this means that you need to find or develop an appropriate adapter for every TPA that you wish to integrate. It may be written in any language you favour. See the documentation that comes with your SSO Agent for details.

See for a repository of existing TPA adapters.
One target server may optionally contain several TPAs, so each SSO Agent can be configured for more than one TPA adapter.

Options for Single Sign-On Integration

If you are going to integrate another TPA into your TYPO3 Single Sign-On environment, the first look will always be for existing TPA Adapters or generic ways like an adapter for an underlying Application Server (see).

In case there is no such TPA Adapter available, you will need to create your own. The two major options you have are:

a) Use an existing single sign-on method supported by your TPA that is trust-based (i.e., does not require the user’s password). Although this is rather uncommon, it is the recommended way if possible. What you effectively do is build an adapter to the single sign-on method supported by your TPA; the TPA itself is not affected.

b) Find a way to create a user session in your TPA. This may be done by hooks in your TPA, patching it, external code, by direct access to some session database etc. - it all depends on the nature of your TPA. Obviously, all this may become pretty tough if your TPA is not open source.

This leads to a considerable number of alternative variants; some of them are shown in the following picture.
As a convention, each of these variants is called "TPA Adapter", even there if is no dedicated (or no TPA-specific) adapter software.

In rare cases, implementations may make sense that do not separate the SSO Agent functionality from the TPA adapter. These are called "Monolithic TPA Adapters".

**Formats and Definitions**

When developing own components, please make sure to follow these standards.

### SSO Server --- SSO Agent

The SSO Agent is invoked via HTTP(S) access.

The SSO Server (TYPO3 extension) generates a link to the SSO Agent with the parameters:

- **user**: the user id that is to be logged on to the Third Party Application
- **tpa_id**: the id configured in the SSO Agent that identifies the desired TPA
- **expires**: the absolute time until when this link may be used (seconds from 1970)
- **signature**: the RSA/3DES signature (using the private key configured) of the above keys and values as represented in the URL string. The order of the parameters must not be changed.

There may be more parameters may follow in upcoming versions.

**Example:**

```
https://my.tpa/sigssso.php?user=mytestuser&tpa_id=MyOwnApp&expires=1076925657&signature=9c79040a0c
```

In PHP, the signature generation may read:

```php
$this->data = 'user=' . $user . '&tpa_id=' . $tpaId . '&expires=' . $expires;
openssl_sign($this->data, $this->signature, $this->pkeyid);
```

### SSO Agent --- TPA Adapter (invocation: command line)

In this scenario, the TPA Adapter is invoked via system call.

Command line parameters are given for input values. Output values are to be returned on STDOUT.

Input values:

- all parameters must be preceded by a double dash ("--")
- parameters that must be supported by an SSO Agent and may be used by a TPA Adapter are:
  - remote_addr
  - agent
  - url
  - user

**Example:**

```
/path/to/tpa/script --remote_addr=%remote% --agent=%agent% --url=https://redirect.url/index.php --user=%user% --moreparameters=anything_you_need
```

Output values:

The TPA Adapter must return a redirecturl.

The TPA Adapter can also return Cookie Parameters (see An example output of the TPA Adapter for two cookies may look like:. for the parameter names). Each parameter name and value is separated by a whitespace (<tab> or <space>). Each pair in a new line.

Each cookie must start with 'CookieName'. If you need to set more than one Cookie you only need to send as many Cookie parameter sets as you need. The SSO Agent will notice that different Cookies are to be set.
An example output of the TPA Adapter for two cookies may look like:

redirecturl https://redirect.url/index.php
CookieName valuename1
CookieValue value1
CookieExpires expires1
CookiePath path1
CookieName valuename2
CookieValue value2
CookieExpires expires2
CookiePath path2
CookieDomain domain2
CookieSecure secure2

SSO Agent --- TPA Adapter (invocation: PHP method)
In this scenario, the TPA Adapter is invoked on the PHP level.

In your SSO Agent config, just give the PHP include file (php://path/to/tpa/script.php) and the redirect-URL.

Example:

This will include the script and call the function sso($user,$remote_addess,$user_agent,$redirect_url) in the included script.

The included script needs to return an array with the following format:

Array(
    [redirecturl] => $redirecturl
    [0] => Array(
        "CookieName" => $cookiename
        "CookieValue" => $cookievalue
        "CookieExpires" => $expires
    )
    [1] => Array(
        "CookieName" => $cookiename
        ...
    )
)

where "redirecturl" is mandatory (and may include session ID et al.), cookies are optional.

[1..*] => Array’ are arrays containing further cookies in case you need more than one cookie.

TPA Adapter Development
To develop your own adapter, one way would to inspect the existing TPA code, find the point where user logon happens and patch this directly.

In the long run you may find it a better idea to duplicate that piece of code and patch this copy, since future upgrades of the TPA software won't affect the adapter (as long as the session handling is unchanged). You may also strip down the code to the necessary parts for the adapter.

Now, what exactly does “patching the code” mean here?

• The patched code create a new session for the given user without a password
• this session data will be stored in the TPA database
• The TPA Adapter must return a redirect URL where the browser should be redirected to.
• Optionally, the TPA Adapter can return cookie parameters (see above)

If your TPA is using the “Basic Authentication” mechanism, it may be a bit more tricky to adapt this - probably you will have to patch the actual application instead of just adding an external adapter.

Make sure that the TPA Adapter cannot be called from outside e.g. via web access. A way to do this is would be to place the file in a safe directory, or to check for the existence of environment parameters.

TPA Adapters - Enhanced Features
a) TPA "Change Password" Handling

If you want to avoid some potential confusion, you should hide any existing "change password" functionality in your TPA
from users that came in via SSO. Otherwise such a user may use this "change password" and expect the new password to work with TYPO3 (which it does not, since this "change password" only affects the TPA's own user registry).

An even better way would be redirect the TPA's "change password" link to TYPO3's "change password", again: for SSO users only.

Anyway: What you need to implement is

- some flag in the user session that marks it as an "SSO-session" and
- a switch that hides or changes the TPA's "change password" link for "SSO-sessions".

[Of course... If you happen to have a nice environment with a common user/password repository (e.g. shared LDAP) in place, you will not need all this. Beyond the scope of this document, though...]

b) Policy Enforcement for Single Sign-On

As another enhancement, you may want to check the user's role (i.e. group membership) during TPA Adapter sign-on. A possible policy would be to deny single sign-on access for administrators, another would be to restrict certain users or roles to special IP addresses or networks.

Understanding SSO Agent Error Messages

Below is a list of error messages that can occur from an SSO Agent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Possible Reasons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>user_missing</td>
<td>can only be caused by bug in Typo3 extension or by intentional manual manipulation of SSO Link (attack)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tpa_id_missing</td>
<td>can only be caused by bug in Typo3 extension or by intentional manual manipulation of SSO Link (attack)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expires_missing</td>
<td>can only be caused by bug in Typo3 extension or by intentional manual manipulation of SSO Link (attack)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signature_missing</td>
<td>can only be caused by bug in Typo3 extension or by intentional manual manipulation of SSO Link (attack)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tpa_id_unknown</td>
<td>misconfiguration in Typo3 extension or Trust Agent config: TPA_ID must match</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x.509key_missingconf</td>
<td>X.509 key not configured in Trust Agent config</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x.509key_missingfile</td>
<td>X.509 key not found (or not accessible) at the location configured in Trust Agent config</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usedtokens_missingconf</td>
<td>&quot;used tokens&quot; file not configured in Trust Agent config</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usedtokens_missingfile</td>
<td>&quot;used tokens&quot; file not accessible at the location configured in Trust Agent config</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usedtokens_allreadyused</td>
<td>SSO Link has been used before. This may have different reasons:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• User did a doubleclick (instead of single click)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• User opened TPA before and now tries to open it a second time (without Typo3 having generated a new SSO Link)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Page containing the SSO Link is cached somewhere (server, browser, or inbetween proxycache). Note: Typo3 caching is coded to be always disabled for pages that contain Single Sign-On content elements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Replay attack – someone intentionally tries to reuse the SSO Link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signature_invalid</td>
<td>can only be caused by bug in Typo3 extension or by intentional manual manipulation of SSO Link (attack)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tpa_error</td>
<td>TPA adapter returned an error – hopefully including some useful hints (Example: &quot;user xy unknown in this application&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logfile_missingconf</td>
<td>logfile not configured in Trust Agent config</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logfile_missingfile</td>
<td>logfile not accessible at the location configured in Trust Agent config</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expires_exceed</td>
<td>SSO Link lifetime exceeded – either it is actually exceeded because the user waited to long until clicking the link (consider increasing the Lifetime value in the configuration of the Single Sign-On content element) or the clocks are out of sync</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>